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  Roman Shields M.C. Bishop,2020-08-20 The
introduction of the scutum in the 4th century BC
revolutionized the way the Romans fought. Instead
of being purely defensive, the shield became a
weapon in its own right. Using the top edge or
boss to punch an opponent, or the lower rim to
smash down on their feet, it served to unbalance
an enemy and allow the sword to do its work. The
versatility of the scutum was characterized by the
testudo, a formation the Romans used offensively
like a pedestrian tank. Meanwhile, other shield
types equipped the auxiliaries who fought
alongside the legionaries. The curved, rectangular
scutum survived into the 3rd century AD, only to
be replaced by an oval, slightly domed shield
derived from the oval shields of Early Imperial
auxiliaries. Drawing together historical accounts,
excavated artefacts and the results of the latest
scientific analyses of the boards and fittings,
renowned authority M.C. Bishop reveals the
development, technology, training and use of the
scutum and other Roman shield types.
  Roman Shields John and Hilary Travis,2014-07-03
The Roman military is an iconic, ancient
institution; everybody is familiar with the image
of fearsome Roman centurions marching in their
famous columns. In this book, Roman military
experts John and Hilary Travis turn their
attention to the shields used by the historic
Roman stalwarts, drawing on their expertise, their
wealth of illustrated material and the world of
re-enactments. In its study of the panoply of
shields used by the Romans, Roman Shields differs
from those preceding in that it has drawn together
the streams of published information of sculptural
imagery and archaeological 'hard' evidence, while
also looking at the component parts, how they are
physically put together, and attempting to
reproduce the aspects of the artefacts observed
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through reconstructing them and subjecting them to
regular use and combat conditions.
  Roman Shields M.C. Bishop,2020-08-20 The
introduction of the scutum in the 4th century BC
revolutionized the way the Romans fought. Instead
of being purely defensive, the shield became a
weapon in its own right. Using the top edge or
boss to punch an opponent, or the lower rim to
smash down on their feet, it served to unbalance
an enemy and allow the sword to do its work. The
versatility of the scutum was characterized by the
testudo, a formation the Romans used offensively
like a pedestrian tank. Meanwhile, other shield
types equipped the auxiliaries who fought
alongside the legionaries. The curved, rectangular
scutum survived into the 3rd century AD, only to
be replaced by an oval, slightly domed shield
derived from the oval shields of Early Imperial
auxiliaries. Drawing together historical accounts,
excavated artefacts and the results of the latest
scientific analyses of the boards and fittings,
renowned authority M.C. Bishop reveals the
development, technology, training and use of the
scutum and other Roman shield types.
  The Roman's Shield Cate Dean,2020-06-19 Welcome
back to Holmestead ~ where a Roman shield, a
centuries-old murder mystery, and an unseen threat
rock this picture postcard village. When Kit
Martin joins a local dig with his father, he never
expects to find a rare shield ~ or the ghost of
the soldier who owned it. That find pulls him into
an ancient murder mystery, and the location of a
once mythical Roman city. With Casey's help, he
digs in, determined to find the truth. But when
his family is threatened, they change their focus,
following scant clues that Kit will hope leads him
to the threat ~ before someone he loves becomes a
victim.
  The Shield of Rome William Kelso,2017-08-17 216
BC. The two great super powers of the ancient
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world, Rome and Carthage are engaged in a life and
death struggle to control the known world.
Hannibal, the legendary Carthaginian general leads
his army across the Alps into Italy and inflicts
three mighty disasters upon the poorly led Romans.
After the battle of Cannae, Rome's worst ever
defeat in her history, it seems inevitable that
the proud Roman republic will fall. In Rome only
one man, Quintus Fabius Maximus seems to have the
strength to guide the panic stricken city through
the crisis. His heroic spirit rallies his
countrymen and a divided Senate but his life is
put in danger when a ruthless assassin arrives in
Rome with orders to kill Fabius.
  Ecphrastic Shields in Graeco-Roman Literature
Karel Thein,2021-09-30 This volume takes a fresh
look at ekphrasis as a textual practice closely
connected to our embodied imagination and its
verbal dimension; it offers the first detailed
study of a large family of ancient ecphrastic
shields, often studied separately, but never as an
ensemble with its own development. The main
objective consists of establishing a theoretical
and historical framework that is applied to a
series of famous ecphrastic shields starting with
the Homeric shield of Achilles. The latter is
reinterpreted as a paradigmatic thing whose
echoing down the centuries is reinforced by the
fundamental connection between ekphrasis and
artefacts as its primary objects. The book
demonstrates that although the ancient sources do
not limit ekphrasis to artificial creations, the
latter are most efficient in bringing out the
intimate affinity between artefacts and vivid
mental images as two kind of entities that lack a
natural scale and are rightly understood as
ontologically unstable. Ecphrastic Shields in
Graeco-Roman Literature: The World’s Forge should
be read by those interested in ancient culture,
art and philosophy, but also by those fascinated
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by the broader issue of imagination and by the
interplay between the natural and the artificial.
  Army of the Roman Emperors Thomas
Fischer,2019-11-19 An illustrated history
exploring the Imperial Roman army’s many facets,
including uniforms, weapons, buildings, and their
duties. Compared to modern standard, the Roman
army of the Imperial era was surprisingly small.
However, when assessed in terms of their various
tasks, they by far outstrip modern armies—acting
not only as an armed power of the state in
external and internal conflicts, but also carrying
out functions nowadays performed by police, local
government, customs, and tax authorities, as well
as constructing roads, ships, and buildings. With
this volume, Thomas Fischer presents a
comprehensive and unique exploration of the Roman
military of the Imperial era. With over 600
illustrations, the costumes, weapons and equipment
of the Roman army are explored in detail using
archaeological finds dating from the late Republic
to Late Antiquity, and from all over the Roman
Empire. The army’s buildings and fortifications
are also featured. Finally, conflicts, border
security, weaponry, and artifacts are all
compared, offering a look at the development of
the army through time. This work is intended for
experts as well as to readers with a general
interest in Roman history. It is also a treasure-
trove for re-enactment groups, as it puts many
common perceptions of the weaponry, equipment, and
dress of the Roman army to the test.
  Roman Helmets Hilary & John Travis,2014-12-15 A
comprehensive and wonderfully illustrated study of
Roman helmets, their changing styles, their
construction and their use in combat
  Arms and Armour of the Imperial Roman Soldier
Graham Summer,Raffaele D'Amato,2009-09-17 From the
Latin warriors on the Palatine Hill in the age of
Romulus, to the last defenders of Constantinople
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in 1453 AD, the weaponry of the Roman Army was
constantly evolving. Through glory and defeat, the
Roman warrior adapted to the changing face of
warfare. Due to the immense size of the Roman
Empire, which reached from the British Isles to
the Arabian Gulf, the equipment of the Roman
soldier varied greatly from region to
region.Through the use of materials such as
leather, linen and felt, the army was able to
adjust its equipment to these varied climates.
Arms and Armour of the Imperial Roman Soldier
sheds new light on the many different types of
armour used by the Roman soldier, and combines
written and artistic sources with the analysis of
old and new archaeological finds. With a huge
wealth of plates and illustrations, which include
ancient paintings, mosaics, sculptures and coin
depictions, this book gives the reader an
unparalleled visual record of this fascinating
period of military history. This book, the first
of three volumes, examines the period from Marius
to Commodus. Volume II covers the period from
Commodus to Justinian, and Volume III will look at
the period from Romulus to Marius.
  Classical Culture and the Idea of Rome in
Eighteenth-Century England Philip Ayres,1997-08-28
This book looks at the aristocratic adoption of
Roman ideals in eighteenth-century English
culture.
  Moses's Staff and Aeneas's Shield Patrick V.
Reid,2005 Moses' Staff and Aeneas' Shield uses two
emblems to symbolize the important differences
between the tragic but triumphant heroism of
Virgil's Aeneid and the kenotic heroism of Moses
in the Exodus story of Aeneas' shield and Moses'
staff. The shield of Aeneas represents Rome's
imperial destiny to rule the earth's peoples by
strength, and Aeneas' personal destiny to end in
triumph as a warrior. In contrast, the staff of
Moses represents the saving wonders the Lord works
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through him to save the children of Israel from
slavery in Egypt and bind them to himself in
covenant, and his mission to go beyond being
simply a wonder worker to a man of words who
preaches the Lord's Torah.
  Soldiers and Ghosts J. E. Lendon,2005-01-01
Sparta, Macedonia, and Rome--how did these nations
come to dominate the ancient world? Lendon shows
readers that the most successful armies were those
that made the most effective use of cultural
tradition.
  The Imperial Bible-Dictionary Patrick
Fairbairn,1866
  Legions in Crisis: The Transformation of the
Roman Soldier - 192 to 284 Paul Elliot ,2014-05-10
The third century AD was a turbulent and testing
time for the Roman Empire. A new and powerful foe
in the east had risen up to challenge Rome
directly. Barbarians on the northern frontiers
were now more aggressive and more numerous than
before and internally the population of the empire
had to contend with rampant inflation and a series
of terrible plagues. Unfortunately, the chaos
became magnified by a lack of continuity on the
imperial throne. The army had real political power
in the third century, making and unmaking emperors
as it saw fit. It had been aided in this by
Septimius Severus, the African emperor who had won
out in the civil wars following Commodus'
assassination. He increased the army's pay and
granted other privileges. While the army gained
rapidly in size, stature and political savvy
during the reign of Septimius Severus, it also
accelerated a material transformation. Armour,
shields, helmets, swords and javelins all began to
be replaced with new styles. Legions in Crisis
looks closely at the new styles of arms and
armour, comparing their construction, use and
effectiveness to the more familiar types of Roman
kit used by soldiers fighting the earlier Dacian
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and Marcomannic Wars. What did this transformation
in military technology mean for the tactical
choices used on the battlefield? Although the
outcome had looked in doubt, the army and the
empire it protected weathered the storm to emerge
into the fourth century fully able to tackle the
challenges of a new age.
  Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome Phil
Barker,2016-01-22 The Armies and Enemies of
Imperial Rome spans the period from 150 BC to 600
AD and describes the forces of the later Roman
Republic and the Byzantine wars as well as the
armies of the heyday of the Roman Empire. Coverage
of Rome's enemies includes Gallic, British,
Pictish, Scots/Irish, German, Dacian, Sarmatian,
Frankish, Saxon, Vandal, Visigothic, Ostrogothic,
Hunnic, Pontic, Parthian, Armenian, Jewish,
Palmyran, Sassanid and Blemye armies. It examines
tactics and strategy, organisation and formations
and orders of battle as well as providing a
detailed guide to the dress and equipment of the
armies of the period. Comprehensive illustrations
by Ian Heath complement Phil Barker's text and the
result is a wealth of information for anyone
interested in the warfare of the time. Long out of
print, the book has been a source of inspiration
to wargamers and academic historians alike. It is
reprinted here in its complete 1981 fourth edition
with an updated bibliography.
  Decorated Roman Armour Raffaele D'Amato,Andrey
Evgenevich Negin,2017-03-30 From the time of the
Bronze Age, the warriors of all tribes and nations
sought to emblazon their arms and armour with
items and images to impress upon the enemy the
wealth and power of the wearer. Magnificently
decorated shields were as much a defensive
necessity as a symbol of social status. Equally,
decorative symbols on shields and armour defined
the collective ideals and the self-conceived
important of the village or city-state its
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warriors represented.Such items were therefore of
great significance to the wearers, and the authors
of this astounding detailed and extensively
research book, have brought together years of
research and the latest archaeological
discoveries, to produce a work of undeniable
importance.Shining Under the Eagles is richly
decorated throughout, and as well as battlefield
armour, details the tournament and parade armour
from Rome's the earliest days.Dr Andrey Negin is
candidate of historical sciences (Russian PhD),
member of the department of history of the Ancient
World and Classical Languages of Nizhny Novgorod
State University named after N.I. Lobachevsky
(Russian Federation). He has carried out fieldwork
on ancient Roman armour and has published books
and numerous articles on Roman military
equipment.Dr Raffaele D'Amato is an experienced
Turin-based researcher of the ancient and medieval
military worlds. After achieving his first PhD in
Romano-Byzantine Law, and having collaborated with
the University of Athens, he gained a second
doctorate in Roman military archaeology. He spent
the last year in Turkey as visiting professor at
the Fatih University of Istanbul, teaching there
and working on a project about the army of
Byzantium. He currently work as part-time
researcher at the Laboratory of the Danubian
Provinces at the University of Ferrara, under
Professor Livio Zerbini.
  A Shield in the Shadows L. a. Racines,2015-03-31
In 405 AD, a raid from a band of marauding Huns
destroys a Christian village in the heart of
barbarian Germania. Among those forced to flee are
the pastor and his strong-willed, sixteen-year-old
daughter Theona. They lead a tiny group of
survivors on a quest to find a new, safer place to
settle, and ultimately join a massive invasion
into the Roman Empire assembling on the banks of
the Danube River. The invasion is led by Gothic
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king Radagaisus, described by ancient writers as a
worshipper of demons. His drive to conquer the
tempting lands across the river is fueled by his
anger at Rome for abandoning the old pagan gods
and adopting Christianity as the new state
religion. What will he do when he finds that among
the thousands of people joining the invasion, he
is harboring Christians? And what will Theona do
when she quickly draws the interest of
Radagaisus's impetuous son, Roderic? Young Gallic
aristocrat Marius Ausonius, unaware of the looming
threat, joins the Roman Army to train as a
tribune. Too soon after his training, he and his
cohort are thrust into the eye of the storm when
they must defend one of the key strongholds
blocking Radagaisus and his hordes. The lives of
Marius and Theona become intertwined in incredible
circumstances that will have far-reaching
consequences for both of them and their people. I
found it very difficult to put this manuscript
down - a very rare occurrence. I enjoyed the
historical accuracy, and what a tale this is.
Wonderful story telling! Nick Harris, President
and Publisher, Collins Publishers Canada 1974-1986
Product Description: Author Bio:
  All the Divine Names and Titles in the Bible
Herbert Lockyer,1988-09-27 This is a unique
classification of all scripture designations of
the three persons of the Trinity. In this
exhaustive study one becomes acutely aware that
the riches of God's self-revelation are
inexhaustible.
  Dr. Woodward's Shield Joseph M. Levine,1991
  Greece and Rome at War Peter Connolly,2012-06-19
The renowned archeologist’s classic guide to
twelve centuries of ancient military development,
beautifully presented in colorful illustrations
and diagrams. Generations of archeologists have
been inspired by Peter Connolly’s beautifully
rendered, highly detailed illustrations of ancient
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arms and armies. This comprehensive volume offers
a bird’s eye view of not only battles, but the
weapons, shields, and armor used centuries ago by
Greek and Roman warriors. With extensive text
describing each piece, this collection offers an
ideal introduction to the subject of warfare in
the ancient world spanning from 800 BC to 450 AD.
Incorporating new archaeological research and the
contributions of other scholars in the field, this
new edition of Greece and Rome at War provides
detailed explanations of the classical armies’
manufacture and use of their armaments. These
full-color illustrations, maps, diagrams, and
photographs bring the past to vivid life. Includes
a preface by Adrian Goldsworthy.
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